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COMMON FEATURES

Back Cushions: Should you choose one of the 
four filled back options, either bordered or knife 
edge, your back will be standard with 100% fiber. Our 
filled backs will be sewn and channeled in a down-
proof ticking to prevent migration. The standard 
construction for our filled back options is loose 
pillow. Attached back construction is also available. 
Please note your selection on the order form.

Seat Cushions: All Signature Elements pieces 
specified in fabric are standard with our Ultra 
Crown seat cushion. This cushion is a medium 
soft cushion yielding a more tailored appearance. 
For fabric pieces, you may also select either our 
Spring Down or Comfort Down cushions for an 
additional charge.

All Signature Elements pieces specified in leather 
are standard with our Comfort Down seat 
cushion.

Cushion Configuration: The Medium and 
Long sofas are standard with three seat cushions 
and backs. Either of these can be changed to 
a two cushion configuration at no additional 
charge. A single bench seat cushion may also be 
specified at no additional charge on any length 
sofa, loveseat, or sectional piece. Please specify 
either of these preferences on the Signature 
Elements order form.

Throw Pillows: All Signature Elements pieces 
specified in fabric are standard with 21" feather 
down throw pillows. All fabric sofas, loveseats, 
sleepers, and straight-line sectionals will include 
two pillows. Any fabric sectional ordered with a 
corner will include four pillows. Throw pillows are 
not included with Signature Elements pieces in 
leather.

Finish: Any Signature Elements piece requiring a finish will be standard with one of our Traditional finishes. 
You may also select a Decorative finish at an additional charge.

Decorative Treatments: For decorative treatments available with our Signature Elements series, please 
refer to our price list.

COM Requirements: Please refer to our price list for all COM requirements.


